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Subject: Team Guo Shu Cup 2019 

 

Date: 19 April 2019 

 

Dear Kung Fu Friends, 
 

The Liu He Men Kung Fu School will be organizing the Team Guo Shu Cup again this year. The 

competition will be held on 26th of May 2019 in Amsterdam. This competition is held to promote and 

encourage the practice of Traditional Kung Fu. 

This competition is based on each school forming one or more teams so there is NO individual 

competition. This year because of the difficulty for many school to have Duida or in sync form , 

we will separate this category(Duida) from the Team results (handvorm, short and long weapon) 

and it will be judged separately. 

 

The price for each ADULT +16 team to participate is € 130,- including Duida entry and € 120 without 

Duida. 

For YOUTH teams from 10 to 16 years of age €100,- including Duida and €90,- without Duida. Each 

team must have a different candidates for the categories: hand form, a short weapon and a long 

weapon.. The duida team can be formed by either the existing 3 members or other candidates. It is 

important to us that the competitors take into account the kind of form they play. Please do not play a 

modern wushu form or a form that is played with modern elements added to it. This can only lead to 

disappointment on the part of the participant.  

To Register please include: 

The name of your school, where your school is located, the name of each participant and their date of 

birth and what they will be playing. Please separate your competitors by teams. Each school is only 

allowed to bring a maximum of two adult teams and two children teams. Send your registration to 

GuoShuCup2019@gmail.com 

Deadline 10th of May 2019 

In closing I would like to ask you to help spread the word about this competition. There are few schools 

that concentrate on the traditional kung fu and we would like to be able to reach them. 

Please let us know as soon as possible if you will participate. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Henny Eleonora 

Liu He Men Kung Fu School 

http://www.liuhemen.nl/
mailto:GuoShuCup2019@gmail.com
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